From: Commander in Chief U. S. Pacific Fleet

To: Director of Naval Intelligence, Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (ATTN: OP-009F)

Subj: NAVAL INTELLIGENCE ANNUAL HISTORY PROGRAM (U)

Ref: (a) Director of Naval Intelligence Ser 009/5U365524 of 1 Feb 85

Encl: (1) CINCPACFLT Intelligence Division 1984 Command History (U)

1. IAW reference (a), enclosure (1) is submitted.

H. J. BARFIELD
Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence
Acting
(U) Intelligence

1. (U) Intelligence Management
   a. (U) Foreign Disclosure.

   (2) (U) Filled newly created Foreign Disclosure Officer civilian billet in August.
   b. (U) Activity Coordination

   (1) (U) Coordinated the following visits to CINCPACFLT Staff/Subordinate activities:

   RADM Robert Schmitt, USN, Deputy Director for JCS Support, DIA
   Air Commodore William Talbot, RAAF, Assistant Director, Joint Intelligence Organization
   CAPT Barry Nobes, RAN, Director of Naval Intelligence, Australia
   CDR Kenneth Tuckey, RAN, Soviet Navy Branch, Joint Intelligence Organization

   (2) (U) The following intelligence exchange conferences were conducted in 1984:

   (a) (U) In February, CAPT Lawrence T. Wright and CDR Stanley O. Davis attended the ANZUKUS Intelligence Conference in New Zealand.

   (b) (U) In June, CAPT Wright participated in CINCPACFLT-JMSDF Intelligence Exchange Conference in Tokyo and the CINCPACFLT-ROKN Intelligence Exchange Conference in Seoul.
(3) (U) In July, sponsored Soviet Threat Update Briefings to Pearl Harbor commands by a team from the Naval Intelligence Support Center. Also hosted the CNO sponsored Soviet Seapower Presentation in December, with an attendance of over 1700 personnel and dependents from various Oahu commands.

(4) (U) Provided spaces and support personnel for the July CINC's Subordinate Conference attended by the CNO.

(5) (U) Active duty and reserve personnel provided support to the following exercises:

TEAM SPIRIT 84
NIGHT TRAIN 84
RIMPAC 84
FLEETEX 84-1

(6) (U) CDR Daniel R. Muccia conducted a Command Inspection of the Intelligence Division of COMTHIRDFLT in September and CDR Michael C. Mullen conducted an inspection of the COMSEVENTHFLT Intelligence Division in August.

c. (U) Attache Affairs

(1) (U) Briefings were conducted for the following visiting Naval Attaches and Liaison personnel:

RADM David G. Ramsey, USN, Defense Attache to Beijing

CAPT Joseph A. Dressler, USN, Defense Attache to Hong Kong

CAPT Serge A. Yonov, USN, Defense Attache to Malaysia

CAPT Paul H. Bassin, USN, Defense Attache to Singapore

CAPT Vincent Gilroy, USN, Naval Attache to the Philippines

CDR Albert A. Herndon Jr., USN, South and Southeast Asia Area Officer, Directorate for Attaches, DIA

CDR Laurence N. Jensen, USN, Assistant Naval Attache to Japan
d. (U) Intelligence Production and Distribution

(1) (U) Based on a detailed review of existing message dissemination, established a PACFLT Intelligence Message Dissemination Policy in July. Institution of the policy has resulted in elimination of duplicative reports and greater consolidation of tailored information at OSIS nodes and ashore facilities prior to dissemination to fleet units. Comments from subordinates throughout the trial period ending in December have been very favorable.

e. (U) Architecture and Systems Development

(1) (U) Continued intelligence architecture plan designed to produce a single, unified mid and long range blueprint for PACFLT intelligence support encompassing organizational relationships and missions, facilities, manpower, systems and communications requirements. An Intelligence Annex to the CINCPACFLT C2 Master Plan has been drafted that outlines mid and long range systems development at FICPAC and the two PACFLT OSIS nodes. Work currently is focusing on a more comprehensive plan that will include all PACFLT intelligence agencies. A Plan of Action and Milestones for development of this architecture has been approved.

(4) (U) FOSIC PAC and FICPAC conducted a joint study of benefits from merger of the two organizations. Rapid exploitation and analysis of data from new intelligence systems requires closer coordination between FOSIC and FIC. However, the study concluded that the basic organizational relationship should not be changed.

f. (U) Intelligence Support to Power Projection Forces. We continued to refine the concept of the Maritime Air
Ground Intelligence Cell (MAGIC) to provide enhanced near-real-time intelligence support to PACOM power projection forces. MAGIC has been highlighted by the following events:

(2) (U) Accreditation request for MAGIC ADP Support System (MASS) forwarded to CNO with approval pending.

(3) (U) MAGIC POM 86 request for following personnel approved during Washington, D.C., budget review:
- one 0-4 USMC intelligence officer
- one E-7 USMC intelligence specialist
- five USN enlisted Cryptologic Technicians (CT)
- one USN 1320 Naval Gunfire Officer

(4) (U) FOSIC PAC charter expanded to include intelligence support to power projection forces.

FOSIC PAC support to PACOM operations and special events during 1984 including:

**JANUARY**

04

31 USS KITTY HAWK pre-deployment briefing and follow-on tour of FOSIC PAC for interested ship's personnel.

31 DIA Collection Manager's visit to CINCPACFLT and FOSIC PAC.

**FEBRUARY**

06 MGEN McInerny, CINCPACAF, walk-thru of FOSIC PAC; USAF proposing OSIS-like center at PACAF.

13 Capt Clark and Capt Rogers, NAVELEX PME-120, visit FOSIC PAC for OBS/OBU discussions; CDR Sieden/N22 in attendance.

**MARCH**

12-30 Commenced MAGIC operations at FOSIC PAC for Exercise TEAM SPIRIT 84.

27

**APRIL**

09 CDR Weid, COMOPTEVFOR, arrives FOSIC PAC for OBS install of new release.

22 CDR Mahoney, FITCPAC, on board for planning FOSIC PAC participation in upcoming FITCPAC intelligence training course. FOSIC PAC has agreed to provide visiting 'professor' to teach OPINTEL curricula for each course convened.

25 New OBS release accepted; ENS Heath and NAVELEX personnel on board.

**MAY**

14-18 IS Conference held in San Diego; ISCS Roberts attends.

22 LTCOL Carter, DIAL Canberra, visits for OSIS orientation and Command Brief.
Commenced RIMPAC 84, multi-nation MIDPAC exercise, intelligence support with naval reservists conducting entire exercise intelligence support evolution from FOSIC PAC/CINCPACFLT spaces.

**JUNE**

11

VADM Jones visited FOSIC PAC for orientation and intelligence discussions.

16

CDR Jones departs TAD to attend OBS Site Configuration meeting in Washington, D.C.

**JULY**

07

LT O'Brien departs TAD to Washington, D.C. for TRW/OBU software/equipment demonstration to provide 'user' comments to best define field requirements for new OBU development.

09-19

OSIS Baseline-System OPEVAL by COMOPTEVFOR personnel at FOSIC PAC; outbrief with CDR Jones.

**AUGUST**

11

20-22

**SEPTEMBER**

04

07

CAPT Young, Mr Buler, and Mr Higgins, USCINCPAC ROTHR representatives, visit FOSIC PAC for ROTHR discussions; LT O'Brien presents brief.

16-19

CDR Jones TAD to FITCPAC for OSIS OPINTEL training/current intelligence briefing/training presentations (16-19 SEP).
MAJ Greene and CAPT Houston attend USMC TENCAP Planning Conference in Washington, DC to discuss collection management and MAGIC issues.

OCTOBER

01-05
OSIS, OPINTEL, N2 Conferences and DSAT discussions held in Washington, DC. CAPT Wright attends DNI-sponsored N2 Conference; CDR Jones attends OSIS Conference and DSAT discussions; and LT Vanore attends OPINTEL Conference.

09-12
NAVELEX/COMNAVINTCOM Install team on board FOSIC PAC for new security release installation; ENS Heath (NAVELEX)/Norm Clark (NIC) heading.

16
FOSIC PAC formally accepts new OBS Releases 82-23/4 with no software or security problems noted.

30
Naval Research Advisory Committee personnel visit to CINCPACFLT; CDR Jones hosted for Command brief/OSIS discussions.

NOVEMBER

01-30
Commence geopolitical and real world intelligence reporting to U.S./JMSDF participants to FLEETEX-85.

03-07
LCDR Wilson, FOSIF WESTPAC Operations Officer, visits FOSIC PAC for OSIS discussions and visits to other Hawaii-area intelligence organizations.

09
CDR Jones attends CINCPACFLT NCCS transition meeting presented by Mr Nortenberg, NAVELEX PDE-120; meeting includes OBS/OBU discussions.

26-30
DOD Intelligence Oversight personnel visit CINCPACFLT.
DECEMBER

05

LT Vanore attends Phase II DSAT design review meeting held at NAVOPINTCEN as CINCPACFLT/FOSIC PAC representative.

10

RADM Baldwin, prospective Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans, visits FOSIC PAC for Command briefing and discussions with CDR Jones.

13

FOSIC PAC provided all-source intelligence support to the Commander in Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet during periods of his absence from the Headquarters; 15 trips throughout 1984.

e. Intelligence briefings for the Commander in Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet and Staff on naval and military and political activity continued throughout 1984. Daily and ad hoc briefs were conducted by Command briefers attached to FOSIC PAC. Pre-deployment briefings were presented to personnel of snips and staffs deploying for WESTPAC/Indian Ocean operations.

f. In-depth analysis of Soviet, Chinese, North Korean, Indian Ocean littoral navies and allied navies was provided to the CINC, staff, fleet and shore units from the FOSIC PAC Naval Analysis section in addition to publishing short-fused second phase intelligence products.
j. Initiatives planned in 1984 (in conjunction with COMNAVINTCOM/COMNAVELEX/SYSCOM) will take effect in early 1985 that will broaden FOSIC PAC's ability to conduct submarine analysis and reporting between CINCPACFLT/FOSIC PAC and Washington, DC area intelligence organizations. These include the initial steps to install a Developmental Submarine Analysis Testbed (DSAT) Research and Development (R&D) unit, and an audio-video teleconferencing system with direct tie-in to NAVOPINTCEN.

k. The Maritime Air Ground Intelligence Cell (MAGIC), developed to provide intelligence support for USMC power projection and USN strike capability over the shore, has become operational. All planning, ADP equipment procurement, and a memorandum of understanding for initial personnel augmentation from FMFPAC have been completed and operations are expected to commence in early 1985. Permanent personnel Manning requirements for MAGIC have been submitted and approved in accordance with CINCPACFLT/FOSIC PAC's 1986 POM submission.

3. (U) CINCPACFLT Special Intelligence Communications (SPINTCOMM) Facility.

a. During CY-84 the CINCPACFLT Special Intelligence Communications (SPINTCOMM) Facility maintained steady growth in areas of Facilities Control, Automated Data Processing (ADP), and message processing.
e. SPINTCOMM Maintenance - In addition to routine preventive and corrective maintenance within SPINTCOMM, maintenance personnel provided technical assistance and support to:

- Naval Security Group Activity, Pearl Harbor
- Naval Ocean System Center, Kaneohe MCAS
- CONTHIRDFLT
- COMSUBPAC
- NTCC Makalapa
- Naval Electronic Engineering Activity, Pacific
- NAVCAMS EASTPAC Consolidated Maintenance
- NAS Barbers Point for communications suite onboard CINCPACFLT aircraft.

(1) (U) To enhance SPINTCOMM maintenance capabilities CTM1 W. T. DANIELS went TAD to San Jose, CA to attend factory training on DACOM Secure Facsimile equipment from 09 - 28 SEP 84.
and CTM1 A. D. SICKLER went TAD to HAYELEX Activity, St. Indigoes, MD for Digital Radio and Multiplexer Acquisition (DRAMA) equipment maintenance training during the period 24 NOV 84 - 19 DEC 84.

h. (U) Training and Personnel Resources - In the area of Training and Personnel Resources, retention statistics reflect that 28 personnel were eligible for reenlistment, 15 elected to reenlist or extended their enlistment for a percentage of 54 percent. SPINTCOMM participation in the Navy-wide advancement examinations is shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNA</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAILED</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FEBRUARY
16
27

MARCH
CTOC ELERICK relieved CTOCS ROH as Communication Chief.

MAY

JUNE
8 OCPH software release 4.2 put on-line.
25

JULY

SEPTEMBER
01 Weekly UPS Power System test commenced every Saturday.
ETC HARRY of NAVMACLANT, Norfolk, VA conducted manpower study resulting in 1000/2 authorization of 62 enlisted personnel for SPINTCOMM.

OIC SPINTCOMM went TAD on SSG/SPINTCOMM assistance visits. Command visited:
- COMSEVENTHFLT
- COMSUBGRU 7
- COMNAVFORJAPAN
- COMDESRON 15
- USS MIDWAY
- VQ-1 DET ATSUGI
- CTF 72
- FOSIF WPAC
- COMNAVFORKORDON, Chinhae
- PHIBGRU-1
- USMC commands
- FISC WPAC Cubi Point
- CTF 75
- COMNAVPHEL
- USS Proteus

NOVEMBER

30 - 08 Dec OIC SPINTCOMM TAD on CINCPACFLT Inspector General Team inspection to COMUSNAVPHIL.
j. Visitors to the SPINTCOMM Facility were as follows:

CAPT WHITT
Intelligence Advisor to the Under Secretary of Defense For Policy

BGEN PETTYJOHN
Director for Intelligence, USCINCPAC

CAPT SKINNER
White House Communications Agency

ETC HARRY
NAVMMACLANT

MESSRS. BARRILLES/SMITH,
COMNAVSECGRU

CAPT MCFARLAND
DIRNAVSECGRUPAC

MR. CRAWFORD
HARRIS Corporation